City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
December 13‐ January 2, 2019

Total number of incidents responded to:
EMS/Rescue= 134

Fires = 4

Good Intent Calls =130

False Calls=8

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
December 16, 2018, 2:15 AM‐ Called for structure fire went enroute in B‐11 upon arrival gave size up
and instructed T‐11 to set up and pull lines added M‐11 to their crew gave T‐12 an assignment to hook
hydrant and supply T‐11 added M‐12 to their crew we had one person with DIB from the structure so
had 1 engine and 1 medic from Lansing respond LFD medic treated and transported pt. T‐11 crew
started attack from the outside of the fire apt that was about in the middle of the building after
establishing a water supply I sent T‐12 into the Delta apt to check for extension E‐48 arrived and I sent
them into the Bravo apt to check for extension they had fire in the attic space they came down and got a
hand line off T‐11 and went back up to extinguish T‐12 found no extension into the Delta apt so they
went to Charlie side and accessed fire apt they made it to the basement and knocked down the
remaining fire in the fire apt I called for another medic and fire crew and got 514 from Lansing Twp. I
had them set up rit a third person showed up on a truck from Lansing TWP E‐48 had fire in the attic and
there was smoke and flames out the roof vent on the Bravo end of the building so I set up for roof vent
and had E‐48 move to Bravo 2 apt to pull ceiling they found fire they had extinguished the attic as T‐12
was cutting the vent and called for them to stop since fire was out T‐12 did not complete the vent hole
fire was out. I had crews go back into each apt to do secondary search all clear on all apts cleared LFD T‐
11 and T‐12 crews were changing bottles and catching a rest so I sent Lansing Twp. crew to hit hot spots
in fire apt they made it to the basement hitting hot spots until they had to recycle sent T‐12 crew in to
fire apt to overhaul and hit hot spots they came out for another bottle so I sent T‐11 crew in to do the
same they requested a fan to clear for better visual the board arrived and turned off electric and
consumers arrived and turned off gas. T‐11 found fire in floor of first floor under heat runs so they
pulled them and extinguished the hot spots fire out had board up crew called to secure building cleared
Lansing Twp. started cleanup turned command over to T‐12 They called for red cross for displaced
residents called fire inspector he made contact by phone but did not come to scene.

December 17, 2018, 10:06 AM‐ T‐12 was dispatched to a fire alarm. T‐12 updated in route that
caller states no fire or flames and only reset needed. T‐12 at large 5 story structure with some
occupants evacuated and nothing showing. T‐12 investigated to find that alarm was sounding
due to x2 heads.T12 investigated further to find that occupant had placed a coffee pot on the
stove top and melted some plastic. T‐12 reset fire alarm system to normal operation. No need
for ventilation. T‐12 cleared the scene.

December 20, 2018, 3:24 PM‐ Called to car fire on Saginaw. ATF a 4 door passenger car with heavy
fire coming from rear of vehicle. Driver states he had a flat that caught on fire, and spread quickly to
cargo area. We used less than 100 gal of water to extinguish, and waited for tow truck to clear the car
from roadway. Assisted owner by retrieving some belongings from the car, and cleared

December 27, 2018, 9:21 PM ‐ Dispatched to assist to MTFD for possible kitchen fire. Enroute
emergent from Station 1 with 3 aboard Truck 11. Prior to arrival advised to go to Ingham TAC 1.
Command on scene radioed for Truck 11 to go on Deck upon arrival. Truck 11 arrived,
proceeded to On Deck. After MTFD ventilated structure and found no fire extension, Truck 11
cleared by command. Truck 11 back to Fire Main, available.

Training Reported in FireRMS
December 15, 2018, 2 Hr. ONGT ongoing Training & Evaluation‐ FF performed pumping
operations and aerial waterway operations utilizing multiple hand lines and aerial waterway.
Operations included pumping from tank water, establishing a hydrant connection, transferring
from tank to hydrant water, trouble shooting pressure losses and water supply loss.
December 19, 2018, 2 Hr. Drill‐ Manipulative Drills‐ Drilled with new SCBA. All participants
practiced buddy breathing.
January 2, 2019, 2 Hr. ONGT ongoing Training & Evaluation ‐ Pump operations utilizing T‐11's
aerial water way, one 1 3/4 hand line, one 2 1/2 hand line with Blitz nozzle, one 5" discharge
line to E‐11, hydrant supply via 5" and hydrant supply via 2 1/2 gated wye with 2 1/2 hose line.
Relaying pumping, aerial set up and master stream use was accomplished successfully by 7 Fire
Fighters.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
Abdominal pain‐4
Alcohol intoxication‐ 1
Allergic reaction‐2
Altered LOC‐1
Altered Mental Status‐4
Ankle pain‐1
Axiety‐2
Arm Pain‐1
Assualt‐1

Auto vs. Ped, Traumatic
injurey‐1
Back pain‐2
Back pain/ Neck Pain‐1
Body Heaviness‐1
Breathing diifculties‐2
Cardiac Arrest‐5
Chest Pain‐6
Coking‐2

Clogged J Tube‐1
Cramping‐1
Diabectic‐complications‐1
Diarrhea‐1
DIB‐3
DIB/ altered mental status‐1
Did not take medications‐1
Difficulty Breathing‐4
Dizziness‐1

Drank Sprite wit Xanax in it‐

Low Hemoglobin‐1

ETOH‐6

Muscle Spasms‐1

ETOH, overdose, altered
mental status‐1

Nausea‐4

Facial Pain‐1

Near Syncope/ Orthostatic
hypertension‐1

Failure to thrive‐1

Nose Bleed‐1

Fall‐2

Nose Pain‐1

Fall unable to get up off
floor‐1

Numbness‐1

Fatigue‐1
Feeling like she is going to
faint‐1
Foot pain‐2
General malaise‐1
Head/ Back Pain‐2
Headache‐4
Heart palpitation‐1
Hyperglycemica‐1
Incapacited‐1
Intoxicated‐1
Knee pain‐1
Lac to right eye area‐1
Left Hip Pain‐1
Left leg numbness‐1
Left sided groin pain‐1
Leg pain‐1
Lethargic‐1
Lift assist‐1
Light‐headed/ Dizzy/ CO
Poiosning‐1

Obvious death‐1
Psyhc‐2
Respiratory Distress‐2
Rib Pain ‐1
Right Testicle pain‐1
Seizure‐8
Sharp Leg Pain‐1
Skin Rash‐1
Suicidal idleations‐1
Syncopal Episodes‐3
Syncope‐2
Syncope w/ ABD pain, severe
menstrual cramps‐1
Thumb pain‐1
Tingling‐1
Trying to get home‐1
Unequal puplis‐1
Urinary retention1
Vertigo‐1
Visual Distrubances‐1
Weakness‐2

Worsening pressure ulcer‐1

